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certainty. They sought it in philosophy and religion. Then, when hope for better times
returned-as it did recurringly during the next 2,000 years-lhey would perennially
return to rhetoric to aid them to improve themselves and their civilizations.
Scholars have long debated whether Plato or Isocrates "won" the debate they
started 2,400 years ago on the relative virtues of philosophy versus the humanities in
the formation of the good citizen and in the conduct of a just social order.16 This is
the kind of debate that has no definitive winner. Plato has had the advantage that his
prose is far more captivating and his arguments lend themselves to generalization and
speculation in endless ways. In that sense he is far more a "classic" writer than
Isocrates., whose writings seem much more pedestrian and bound to the confines of his
local Greek world. He had no corporate organization that carried on his teachings in a
formal "school of philosophy" over the centuries.
Yet, Isocrates' emphasis on literature rather than on philosophy as the subject
matter of the schools has given him the nod with millions of teachers in thousands
upon thousands of classrooms since his day. For the literary curriculum has surely
predominated over the philosophic or the scientific, as the humanist culture has
overshadowed the scientific culture until recent centuries. So I would opine that Plato
has won in the minds and outlook of the world's highly educated communities,
especially the aristocratic elite of such communities; and Isocrates has won among the
teachers who shape the curriculum in the day-to-day classrooms of the world's literary
schools.
The Major Institutions of Florescent Greek Education
By the end of the florescent period (say, during the last quarter of the fourth century
B.C.), the basic forms of Greek education had taken shape. A discernible system of
schools was beginning to appear with something approaching elementary, secondary,
and higher institutions of education, although we must be careful not to impose our
modern conceptions of these terms upon the ancient Greeks. These levels were not
articulated systems with easily recognized grades or forms or classes or required
courses or degrees or diplomas. Where the teacher was, there was the school. Parents
selected a teacher, agreed to a contract, paid the fees, and sent their sons to him. The
notion of a curriculum or a course to be run was not yet common practice, although
proposals concerning such requirements were beginning to be made as we shall soon
see. But the functions of the teachers were clearly differentiated. Three types of
first-level schools for boys aged six or eight to twelve or fourteen were conducted by
three kinds of teachers: the palaestra taught by a teacher of gymnastics (paedotribe);
the music school taught by the citharist; and the reading school taught by the teacher
of letters (grammatist). Sometimes a teacher of letters and a teacher of music would
set up an establishment together so that boys could acquire both kinds of instruction
at the same time.
At the beginning of the period the grammatist and the paedotribe were the most
16 See, e.g., Jaeger, op. cit., vols. 2 and 3; Marrou, op. cit, chaps. 6 and 7; and Frederick A. G.
Beck, Greek Education, 450-350 B.C., Methuen, London, 1964, chaps. 5, 7, and 8.

